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1.   Foreword

canada is a large north american federal state with rich natural resources 
and a successful economy. it is an important actor in the arctic region. cana-
da is one of the most multicultural societies in the world and well known for 
its successful immigration policy. The good relations between finland and 
canada are fostered by their similar northern conditions, a shared value base 
and coinciding views on many international issues. in the economic sector, 
there is much potential for further cooperation. 

for finland, canada is an important and natural partner and this action 
plan seeks to 

 – look at canada as an international actor 
 – review the cooperation between finland and canada
 – survey the bilateral relations between the eU and canada
 – outline concrete opportunities for cooperation between the parties. 

The overall goal is to deepen the bilateral relations and strengthen coopera-
tion between the eU and canada. 
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2.  CANAdA iN the globAl CoNtext 

canada is a member of the commonwealth of nations and comprises 
ten provinces and three territories. federal political and administrative 
power is exercised by the prime minister and government. The monarchy 
is represented by the governor general. The current prime minister and 
conservative party leader, stephen harper, has been in office since 2006. 
in the 2011 parliamentary elections, the conservatives won a majority in 
the house of commons, which strengthens the position of prime minister 
harper’s government.

canada has a very successful economy. Thanks to its solid fiscal policy and 
a stable banking system, it coped with the global financial crisis better than 
most other industrial countries. canada ranks ninth in terms of the size of 
its economy and eighth in terms of its foreign trade volume in the world. 
canada is a member of g7/8 and g20.

canada has traditionally been an active and dynamic player in international 
multilateral cooperation. it plays a prominent role in Un crisis management 
operations and it has often been proactive in projects promoting interna-
tional security, such as the ottawa anti-personnel landmines convention.

in its foreign policy canada prioritizes relations with the United states. The 
countries are closely integrated in economic, political and military fields. 
canada and the Usa are among the founding states of the north atlan-
tic Treaty organization (naTo) and members of the north american free 
Trade agreement (nafTa). canada’s other foreign policy priorities are af-
ghanistan, south and central america and the pacific sea region, especially 
its emerging economies. 

canada is an arctic power and a substantial part of its land mass lies in the 
arctic region. canada reasserts its sovereignty over the region and is keen to 
play a role in the direction of developments in the arctic. in the future, the 
region’s political, military, economic and ecological significance for canada 
will only increase. canada is a key member of the arctic council and will 
chair it in 2013–2015.

Thanks to its rich natural resources, canada is highly self-sufficient: for ex-
ample its oil reserves are the second biggest in the world. canada is also a 
significant mineral producer. large parts of its mineral, oil and gas reserves 
are located in the northern parts of the country, which heightens the strate-
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gic importance of that region. canada’s forest resources are vast and it is the 
biggest forest industry product exporter in the world. 

canada is a solid supporter of free trade. its most important foreign trading 
partner is the Usa,  the destination of over 70 per cent of canadian exports. 
in order to diversify the regional range of its foreign trade, canada has signed 
several free trade agreements in recent years, among others, with countries 
in latin america and the middle east. The european Union is canada’s sec-
ond largest trading partner. The parties are currently engaged in a round of 
negotiations on a comprehensive economic and Trade agreement (ceTa). 
it will considerably bolster commercial and economic interaction between 
canada and the eU. 
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3.  relAtioNs betweeN FiNlANd ANd 
CANAdA

The relations between finland and canada are good. both countries have 
a common value base, highly developed economies, a northern location, 
and bilingual societies. like finland, canada supports the promotion of de-
mocracy, human rights and international security. in international forums, 
such as the Un, the countries’ views have often coincided. They also actively 
participate in crisis management operations and arctic issues. interaction 
between the countries is characterized by openness and like-mindedness. 
during the helsinki process, canada took an active part in the informal 
friends of the helsinki process group, convened by finland and Tanzania, 
and especially coordinated the dialogues on the control of small arms and 
light weapons.

finland is fairly well known in canada and the canadian society’s affiliation 
with finland is strong. at the end of the 19th century and in the first decades 
of the 20th century finns migrated to canada in large numbers. as a con-
sequence, close to 130 000 people in canada today are of finnish ancestry.

The political relations between finland and canada are good, albeit there is 
potential to deepen the relations. however, contacts and mutual visits have 
become more frequent in recent years. in 2009 and 2010, there were several 
high political level visits between our countries: the speaker of the house of 
commons of canada visited finland and the finnish minister of education 
visited canada in 2009; finnish political leadership visited canada dur-
ing the vancouver olympic games, and the canadian minister of foreign 
affairs visited finland in 2010. contacts from finland to alberta, ontario, 
Quebec and the atlantic provinces have also increased. cooperation at the 
two administrative levels is important for finland because canada’s prov-
inces have sole or significant jurisdiction over such subject areas as energy, 
environmental policy, health care and education. The objective is to foster 
close contacts at federal and provincial levels alike.

concrete and yet untapped opportunities for cooperation can be found, es-
pecially in the trade and innovation sectors. canada regards finland as a 
society that builds on innovation and knowledge and finland’s success in 
high technology is well known. There is much interest in cooperation with 
finland. 
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canada’s successful immigration policy and the promotion of multicultur-
alism offer valuable models for finland. These topics recur in discussions 
between the governments’ authorities. dialogue on issues concerning mi-
norities and aboriginal peoples could be intensified. education and training 
is yet another area offering vast opportunities for cooperation. finland’s 
success in basic education and structural solutions in secondary educa-
tion attract much attention in canada. finland, for its part, can learn from 
canada’s education policy solutions concerning, for example, education of 
immigrants and network-based development of schools and their use of 
online courses. dialogue should be deepened in matters concerning basic 
education and more partnerships should be created at the university level. 

collaboration in this area is in many ways befitting because, due to the simi-
lar climates of finland and canada, the conditions for sports resemble each 
other. cooperation has been intensified at both the state and sports associa-
tion levels.

Objectives:
 – To actively work to intensify the exchange of visits at federal, par-

liamentary and provincial levels;  
 – To promote concrete cooperation in key sectors such as trade, 

innovation and research. 
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4.  relAtioNs betweeN the eU ANd  
CANAdA 

The european Union and canada are long-time strategic partners. Their 
economic cooperation dates back to the 1950s. in 1976, canada and the then 
eec (european economic community) signed the framework agreement 
for commercial and economic cooperation. it was the first-ever agree-
ment concluded by the eU with an industrialized country. over the decades 
cooperation has significantly expanded also to other sectors and, among 
other things, is now close in crisis management, training and education, sci-
ence and research, justice and home affairs, health, as well as transport and 
shipping. The eU and canada convene annually for a summit meeting to 
establish the guidelines for future economic and political cooperation.

The eU is canada’s second largest trading partner. in may 2009, the eU and 
canada launched negotiations for a comprehensive economic and Trade 
agreement (ceTa); the aim is to conclude the negotiations during 2012. 
when ceTa enters into force it will be the most extensive economic co-
operation agreement that the eU has signed with a third country and the 
first free trade agreement with an industrialized country. for canada the 
agreement is important as it will expand its trade relations with europe and 
thereby balance the predominant position of the Usa.  

according to various studies, trade between the eU and canada has been 
forecast to grow by some 25 per cent once ceTa becomes operational. dur-
ing the negotiation process the legal commitment of canada’s provinces and 
territories to the agreement has been a key concern for the eU and also fin-
land, especially when it comes to public procurement. To date, the provinces 
have given their political commitment to the agreement and have taken an 
active part in the negotiations.  

negotiations on an upgraded eU-canada framework agreement, agree-
ment, which would cover all areas except economic cooperation, have also 
been launched in the autumn of 2011. The objective is to strengthen also the 
political dialogue by means of including political clauses on certain topics in 
the agreement (promoting human rights, democracy and good governance 
as well as action against terrorism and weapons of mass destruction). 

canada holds an observer status in the eU’s northern dimension policy and 
participates in the northern dimension environmental partnership (ndep) 
as well as the northern dimension partnership in public health and social 
well-being (ndphs). 
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given the countries’ similar backgrounds and views on many international 
issues it is evident that there is still scope and opportunity for closer interac-
tion. such areas can be found in, for example, arctic issues, where cooperation 
can be intensified in research and questions relating to climate, environment 
or indigenous peoples. finland considers arctic issues to be a key aspect of 
the eU– canada relationship and, therefore, finland has emphasized them 
on the eU’s agenda. The eU and its member states will continue with their 
efforts to engage the government of canada to participate in international 
arrangements aimed at  combating climate change. 

The eU and canada have certain trade disputes as well, the most recent of 
which concerns the eU’s decision to impose a ban on seal products in the 
community market. The case is currently being handled by the wTo dis-
pute settlement panel. a possible new item that may develop into a trade 
dispute involves provisions on the implementation of the eU fuel Quality 
directive (fQd). The oil sands industry is an important sector in canada’s 
economy and, in canada’s view, the new provisions would discriminate 
against crude oil extracted from oil sand over conventional crude oil in the 
community market. 

Objectives:
 – To promote comprehensive cooperation between the EU and 

Canada in areas such as climate, the environment and indigenous 
peoples; to strengthen partnership in line with the objectives of 
the ongoing negotiations;

 – To highlight Arctic questions as an important issue on the EU–
Canada agenda including summit meetings;

 – To ensure that the CETA and the Framework Agreement nego-
tiations will be concluded on schedule and that the agreements 
will quickly enter into force and be effectively implemented. 
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5.  ForeigN ANd seCUrity PoliCy

5.1. Arctic issues

canada is an arctic power. northern canada constitutes about two fifths of 
canada’s entire area, that is, about 4 million square kilometers. for canada, 
the political, military, economic and ecologic importance of the arctic region 
continues to grow. canada’s north has significant oil, natural gas and min-
eral resources, and access to the region will be considerably facilitated by 
climate change. climate change will also affect arctic transit routes. 

finland and canada are members of the arctic council. canada sees the 
arctic council as the principal forum for dealing with arctic issues, prefer-
ring it to the group of the so-called coastal states. canada has had some 
reservations concerning granting observer status to the european Union 
in the arctic council. however, the respective views have recently become 
closer, and dialogue concerning the matter should be continued. 

prime minister harper’s government has kept the arctic issues high on the 
agenda. canada’s arctic policy has emphasized canadian sovereignty, and 
the government has expressed its concern over the possible regional claims 
of other countries and transit via its territories. canada’s integrated northern 
strategy’s main policies were formulated in 2007. according to the strategy, 
canada’s main priorities are sovereignty, environment, economic and so-
cial development and governance. in the most recent review, the strategy of 
2010, more attention was given to indigenous peoples. 

canada aims to increase its military presence in the arctic region. indica-
tions of this include, among other things, the canadian forces arctic Training 
centre in resolute bay, expansion of the canadian rangers, who are often 
drawn from the indigenous communities, the building of the nanisvik naval 
facility and deepwater port in 2011 and the decision to procure 6–8 new 
ice-capable offshore patrol ships and a polar icebreaker for the canadian 
coast guard. 

ship and vessel procurements open up opportunities for commercial coop-
eration between finland and canada. finnish expertise may be used in ship 
design and in the delivery of components. in addition, finland has expertise 
in technology suited for the arctic environment, for example, in machin-
ery and equipment used in the mining industry, environment measurement 
technology and oil spill prevention and response in ice conditions. There 
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are also promising opportunities in research and innovation cooperation be-
tween the countries. 

Objectives:
 – To promote closer and wider cooperation between the EU and 

Canada in Arctic issues;  
 – To actively cooperate with Canada in strengthening and devel-

oping the Arctic Council;  
 – To seek Canada’s support for the Commission’s Arctic policy and 

the Commission’s observer status in the Arctic Council;  
 – To promote cooperation related to Arctic expertise, research and 

trade with Canada in areas such as shipbuilding and environ-
ment technology; to highlight relevant Finnish expertise and 
know-how. 

5.2. the UN

canada has traditionally been a strong supporter of multilateral cooperation. 
it was one the key players in the creation of the Un peacekeeping system. 
since the early 1990s, canada has been in the vanguard of the development 
of peace-keeping and its more recent element, peace-building. canada and 
finland have traditionally agreed on several issues on the Un agenda and 
cooperation has been close. canada has chaired the working group of the 
Un special committee on peacekeeping operations since 1990. The re-
sponsibility to protect (r2p) norm, adopted by the Un at the high-level 
plenary meeting of the general assembly in 2005, has been one of canada’s 
key projects. other important themes for canada include the strengthening 
of the rule of law, human-rights-based action and women’s rights. canada 
has assumed an active and visible role in the promotion of the Un secu-
rity council resolution 1325 (women, peace and security). it initiated the 
friends of women, peace and security group, which it also chairs. coopera-
tion with finland has been excellent. 

in proportion to its gdp, canada has always been among the major donors 
of humanitarian assistance, and it is known for its capacity to react rapidly 
to international issues. 

if finland gets a seat in the security council in 2013, cooperation with the 
often like-minded canada will be important. canada has held a non-per-
manent seat in the Un security council six times. 
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Objective:
 – To cooperate actively in the UN in order to pursue the common 

goals, especially in questions related to peace and security. 

5.3. Crisis management

canada’s most important foreign political, military and development politi-
cal commitment in the past few years has been afghanistan. compared to 
any other single mission, canada has lost the most soldiers (over 150 lives) 
in afghanistan. canada has decided to withdraw its combat units from af-
ghanistan, and started the withdrawal of its some 2 800 troops in July 2011. 
however, canada will deploy 950 soldiers to training and support tasks 
and 45 to crisis management tasks, of whom some to the eU civilian crisis 
management operation. sustained work in the Un and experiences in af-
ghanistan have made canada a notable contributor to the development of 
comprehensive crisis management. it has, for example, been at the forefront 
of countries creating innovative financing mechanisms for security and de-
velopment. 

a framework agreement for the participation of canada in the european 
Union crisis management operations was signed in 2005. for example, 
canada has taken part in the eU civilian crisis management operations in 
afghanistan, the palestinian Territories, bosnia and herzegovina, the eU 
election observer missions in pakistan, the democratic republic of the 
congo and aceh, as well as in the rule of law mission in Kosovo. The finn-
ish centre of expertise in comprehensive crisis management in Kuopio 
and canada’s civilian reserve canadem are exploring possibilities for co-
operation in the models of recruitment, exchange of information and data 
processing systems. moreover, opportunities for cooperation can be found 
within the naTo framework.  

canada’s participation in the libya operation gained nearly unanimous sup-
port in parliament. canadian lieutenant-general charles bouchard has run 
the naTo operation since march 2011. canada has participated in the op-
eration with a considerable number of personnel and equipment.

Objectives:
 – To enhance dialogue and cooperation with Canada in order to 

improve the comprehensive approach to crisis management;  
 – To foster cooperation with Canada in crisis management opera-

tions.
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5.4. human rights, democracy and equality

finland and canada largely share a common value base in the promotion 
of human rights, democracy and equality, and they have together advanced 
these issues especially on multilateral forums.  

The position of the aboriginal communities is an important issue for can-
ada. The aboriginal peoples, that is, first nations, métis and inuit, form the 
majority of the population in northern canada and represent 3.4 per cent 
of the country’s entire population. many improvements have taken place 
in the living conditions of the aboriginal communities recently, but canada 
itself admits that there is still much to be done, particularly regarding social 
conditions and education. land ownership issues and the use of natural re-
sources are also causes for conflict.

canada has not joined the ilo convention 169 concerning the rights of 
indigenous peoples and voted against the United nations declaration on 
the rights of indigenous peoples, adopted in 2007. however, canada gave 
a statement of support on the declaration in 2010. finland aims to ratify 
the ilo convention 169 during the 2011–2014 term of government. The 
canadians are interested in the position of the sámi people and finland and 
canada conduct regular dialogue on the position of minorities. 

Objective:
 – To promote dialogue and cooperation with Canada on human 

rights questions, such as the improvement of the status and 
rights of indigenous peoples.  

5.5. development policy 

canada is committed to attaining the Un’s target level of 0.7 per cent of its 
gni by 2015 as set out in the millennium development goals (mdgs). it 
estimates it will reach the target by 2019. in 2011, canada’s development 
assistance was about 0.33 per cent of the gni. The aim is to maintain the as-
sistance at the current level until 2014, and subsequently increase it in order 
to keep to the target schedule (0.7 per cent by 2019). oda funding has been 
channeled to the following sectors: development aid, financial support, crisis 
and humanitarian assistance, and research. 

canada has halved the number of its development assistance recipient 
countries in the past decade. The cuts have affected africa in particular. ca-
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nadians maintain that the intention is not to neglect africa but to focus more 
actively on some countries. The government is now preparing a new strat-
egy for africa. in recent years the focus has however shifted slightly from 
africa towards south america and the caribbean. The key priority is haiti. 
another central target of canadian development cooperation in recent years 
has been afghanistan. its oda funding has been a total of cad 1.9 billion 
(about eUr 1.35 billion) in 2001–2010. Unlike other donors, canada has 
discontinued its support to the palestinian Territories through the United 
nations relief and works agency (Unrwa), referring to the risk of the 
funds falling into terrorist hands.

canada has chaired the food aid committee since 2010 and is currently 
leading the negotiations concerning a new food assistance convention 
(fac). 

Objectives:
 – To explore the prospect of development cooperation between 

Finland and Canada in certain geographical regions, such as the 
Caribbean, and to find out about possibilities of increasing co-
operation with the Canadian International Development Agency 
(CIDA), including humanitarian assistance; 

 – To strengthen the EU–Canada Strategic Partnership as a chan-
nel of development policy dialogue and influence; To enhance 
cooperation in themes related to development aid effectiveness, 
including donor country coordination and division of labor in 
partner countries; 

 – To seek closer cooperation in international development policy 
forums (the UN, development banks and OECD).
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6.  CommerCiAl ANd eCoNomiC  
CooPerAtioN betweeN  
FiNlANd ANd CANAdA

being a rich and developed economy, canada offers diverse opportunities of 
cooperation for finnish companies. The most promising commercial sectors 
are arctic technology, energy, cleantech, forestry, nanotechnology, icT-based 
services, mining and shipbuilding. finnish companies are becoming more 
interested in doing business with canadian companies: canada rated high 
among the most interesting new markets in finpro’s survey of companies in 
the spring of 2011. 

in bilateral trade, finnish exports to canada are on the increase. in 2010, the 
balance of trade showed a surplus of eUr 280 million: exports eUr 625 mil-
lion (up by 37 per cent on the previous year), and imports eUr 345 million 
(up by 20 per cent on the previous year). The most important import and 
export products are machines, equipment and transport equipment as well 
as fuels and lubricants. canada also exports several ores to finland.

companies’ internationalization and export promotion are important objec-
tives, pursued at the political level and fostered by the public authorities. a 
finnish delegation led by the minister of economic affairs visited canada in 
february 2010. innovation cooperation with the province of alberta was one 
of the outcomes of this visit. 

finnish companies face very few barriers to trade and investment in the ca-
nadian market. problems are mainly linked with canada’s high tariffs and 
complicated technical product regulations. for instance, the competitive ca-
pacity of the finnish shipbuilding industry has suffered from canada’s high 
import duty on ships and vessels. furthermore, import duties in certain mo-
tor vehicle categories have an adverse effect on finnish export to canada. 
similarly, canada’s different technical product regulations and certification 
requirements have hampered for instance finnish energy technology ex-
ports to canada. in the ceTa free trade negotiations the eU and finland 
seek to eliminate these barriers to trade and investment in the canadian 
market. The eU’s intensified internal efforts to remove barriers encountered 
in third country markets (the so-called market access strategy) also make 
it possible for the eU to intervene, in the event that a finnish company en-
counters barriers in canada. issues relating to trade and investment barriers 
can be discussed during high-level meetings between finland and canada, 
as well. 
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finnish companies’ investment in canada has traditionally exceeded cana-
dian companies’ investment in finland. Key sectors are forestry, the pulp and 
paper industry, chemical engineering and the iT sector. canadian invest-
ment in finland has been on the increase, especially in the mining sector. 
for example, in early 2011 cameco corp. made a eUr 45 million invest-
ment in the design and construction of a uranium extraction circuit for the 
Talvivaara mining company plc in finland. other canadian companies ac-
tive in finland include agnico–eagle mines limited (Kittilä gold mine), first 
Quantum minerals (Kevitsa nickel–copper mine), and bombardier, which 
has built a snow mobile production plant in rovaniemi.

Objectives:
 – To promote Finland’s economic interests and Finnish businesses’ 

unrestricted operation in Canada also via official contacts, and to 
be active both bilaterally and in the EU in removing barriers to 
trade and investment in the Canadian market;

 – To profit from the Embassy of Ottawa’s networks with the local 
authorities and the academic and business communities in the 
interest of Finnish businesses in order to identify and communi-
cate opportunities for cooperation;  

 – To improve cooperation with different players in Canada – the 
Embassy, Finpro partner consultant and other consultant compa-
nies, chambers of commerce and honorary consuls – to intensify 
the activities promoting exports and internationalization based 
on the House of Finland concept; 

 – To take initiative in organizing effectively targeted exports pro-
motion and internalization visits and events.
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7.  sCieNCe, teChNology ANd  
iNNovAtioN CooPerAtioN

for finnish universities, research institutes and companies it is of utmost 
importance to network with international partners and top experts. canada 
invests heavily in research and development (r&d) and finland is regarded 
as an interesting partner. science, technology and innovation therefore form 
one of the most promising sectors for potential cooperation between the 
countries. in canada, there is interest in cooperation at the federal as well as 
the provincial levels. for example, in early 2011, a delegation from the prov-
inces of alberta, new brunswick and yukon visited finland to learn about 
the finnish innovation system. visits from other provinces are also being 
planned.  among the finnish players, the academy of finland, vTT Technical 
research centre of finland and the finnish funding agency for Technology 
and innovation (Tekes) have intensified their contacts in canada. 

a two-year project between finland and the province of alberta will soon 
be launched. The aim is to initiate concrete innovation cooperation between 
albertan and finnish companies. The project will be carried out by the prov-
ince of alberta (alberta innovates, advanced education and Technology 
ministry of alberta), vTT and Tekes. The project has attracted wide interest 
in other quarters in finland, too. 

Objectives:
 – To make use of the networks of the Embassy of Finland in Ottawa 

with the local authorities as well as the academic and business 
communities; 

 – To  enhance new contacts between Finnish and Canadian opera-
tors and promote mobility of researchers;

 – To effectively identify and inform about opportunities of coop-
eration focusing on the great potential for research related to the 
Arctic and energy sector, materials research, nanoscience and 
wood processing technology. There is also interest in coopera-
tion in health research; 

 – To make use of the opportunities opening up through the pro-
ject started by the Finnish Meteorological Institute and Canada 
concerning Arctic weather and sea ice monitoring by means of 
satellite technology.
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8.  ClimAte ChANge, the eNviroNmeNt 
ANd eNergy

8.1. Climate issues

canada has traditionally been a pioneer in international environmental pol-
icy matters; it has been particularly active in taking action against acid rain 
and ozone layer depletion. however, in the past few years, canada has con-
siderably changed its positions on climate change issues. in 2007, canada 
abandoned its commitments to meet the targets of the Kyoto protocol and, 
instead, announced an action plan called Turning the corner. it is estimated 
that the action plan would produce only about half of the reductions set out 
originally in 2007. canada has also announced that it will not take part in 
a possible phase ii of the Kyoto protocol. canada has tied its policy to the 
Usa’s decisions and has not undertaken any binding measures to ambi-
tiously limit its greenhouse gas emissions. 

after the copenhagen climate conference, canada reduced its former tar-
get level of emissions, aligning them with those of the Usa, which has not 
ratified the Kyoto protocol. in practice this means a 17 per cent reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, compared to the 2005 level (that is, a 
2.5 per cent increase to the 1990 level, while the Kyoto protocol target level 
is a 5.2 per cent decrease). canada does not have a national strategy which 
would help it attain the target level. however, even though decisions about 
binding action have not been made at the federal level, some provinces have 
set ambitious targets to cut emissions. alberta, Quebec and british columbia 
are levying a carbon dioxide tax. furthermore, british columbia and Quebec 
are planning an emissions trading system.

from the eU point of view, it is extremely important that canada prepare 
a comprehensive and credible plan to reach its climate targets. more active 
measures would also give an important signal to emerging economies re-
garding canada’s willingness to mitigate climate change. in addition, the eU 
wants to encourage canada to be a responsible energy producer, especially, 
as regards oil sand production. This can be fostered, for example, through 
intensified dialogue as well as r&d and european companies’ investments 
in renewable energy. in multilateral climate funding issues canada and the 
eU have held similar positions and this dialogue should be continued. 
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Objectives:
 – To influence Canada in order to ensure that a binding and com-

prehensive international climate agreement can be concluded 
and to encourage it to strengthen its own efforts to fight climate 
change; 

 – To promote interaction and research cooperation in the energy 
sector, especially in areas like renewable energy, natural re-
sources, climate change and the environment. 

8.2. the environment

finland’s strong expertise in environmental issues is acknowledged in can-
ada. Key areas of interest in the cooperation between finland and canada 
include the protection of the arctic environment and reduction of the ad-
verse environmental effects of the oil sand industries. approximately 95 per 
cent of canada’s oil reserves are in alberta’s oil sand deposits. The oil sand 
industry is a big polluter because oil sand extraction significantly contami-
nates the air, soil and water. steps have been taken to limit the environmental 
damage caused by the process. canada takes an interest in related envi-
ronmental technology products and processes in which finland has strong 
expertise. Kemira water solutions, outotec and the University of alberta 
have launched a research project in order to find solutions for hazardous 
wastewater management. 

Objectives:
 – To intensify cooperation promoting the introduction of tech-

nology solutions suited for the special conditions of the Arctic 
environment; 

 – To encourage Finnish companies to cooperate with Canadian 
actors in order to identify solutions that would reduce the envi-
ronmental impact caused by the oil sands industries.

8.3. energy

canada has vast reserves of natural resources, of which oil, natural gas, min-
erals and metals and uranium are the most important. despite its level of 
self-sufficiency, canada is trying to limit the use of coal and petroleum in 
heat and electricity production. interest in renewable energy is on the rise 
in canada, while finland already has considerable expertise, knowledge and 
technology in that area. because of its availability, biomass has proved to 
be a worthwhile alternative in canada, even if its share as an energy source 
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is still very modest. in the province of Quebec, scores of bio-energy plant 
projects are underway. british columbia is another forerunner in this area. 

canada is pursuing a decentralized energy production model and hence 
could benefit from finnish heating and electricity solutions. interest in 
district heating is also growing fast. for finland, this opens up excellent 
prospects for commercial cooperation. The use of local raw wood can be 
increased by combining district heating with biomass energy. power plants 
that produce electricity and heat in smaller cities and population centers,  in 
particular, find this solution interesting and finland has much experience 
in building them. canada has not yet achieved sufficient know-how in this 
sector, which is why foreign partners are needed. finnish companies could 
therefore succeed in canada by providing comprehensive solutions, which 
include planning, the supply of facilities and hands-on training. 

Thanks to finland’s good profile as a country with high technological exper-
tise, the threshold to the canadian market is low for finnish companies. The 
canadian bioenergy association canbio and the canadian district energy 
association have expressed their willingness to cooperate with finland and 
to promote finnish technology-based projects in canada. 

Objectives:
 – To support Finnish companies in their efforts to capitalize on the 

commercial opportunities in the energy sector, making use of 
Finland’s well-known and positive image in Canada;

 – To encourage Finnish companies to be active in seeking export 
and cooperation opportunities in the areas of renewable energy, 
decentralized energy production and district heating technology 
in Canada. 
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9.  CooPerAtioN iN higher edUCAtioN 
ANd edUCAtioN PoliCy

9.1. higher education

higher education provides an important channel for increasing cooperation 
between finland and canada. The quality of higher education is high in both 
countries, and universities and colleges are already cooperating actively. it 
is crucial to further strengthen the partnerships between higher education 
institutions. The existing joint programs and cooperation structures should 
be used to enhance partnerships between higher education institutions and 
encourage mobility between students, teachers and researchers. higher ed-
ucation institutions’ own measures are critical in strengthening the strategic 
partnerships. developing flexible solutions, such as opportunities for short-
term exchange programs, is also important for increasing student mobility. 
finland should also improve the entry services provided for foreign students 
in finland.

one concrete example of such cooperation is the plan for a professor ex-
change program between finland and the province of alberta, involving the 
University of helsinki and the aalto University in finland and the University 
of alberta in edmonton and the University of calgary in canada. The centre 
for international mobility cimo and the fulbright center also play an im-
portant role. mobility is supported, for example, through the north2north 
program (a network of cooperation between higher education institutions in 
the arctic). cooperation is also funded via the eU–canada program, about 
which information is available through cimo. 

finland and canada are starting negotiations on a youth mobility agree-
ment, which is expected to significantly increase future student and youth 
exchanges between our two countries in the field of higher education as well 
as more broadly.

Objectives:
 – To promote partnerships between Finnish and Canadian higher 

education institutions and to develop measures to support them;  
 – To try to increase Canadian students’ mobility to Finland, also by 

means of short exchange programs and improved entry services; 
 – To ensure that the youth mobility agreement between our coun-

tries will soon be concluded and enforced. 
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9.2. basic education and secondary education

both finnish and canadian students have attained excellent results in the 
programme for international student assessment (pisa) survey, although 
partly for very different reasons. The finnish basic education system is 
founded on a rather uniform demographic structure, while pupils in canada 
come from very diverse ethnic backgrounds. Then again, other features are 
shared by the countries, such as sparse population, considerable distances 
and bilingualism. finland and canada have repeatedly been among the best 
oecd countries in literacy, mathematics and natural sciences ratings. 
 
despite its own excellent pisa performance, the canadians have noted 
finland’s exceptional success and wish to learn more about the finnish edu-
cation system. from finland’s point of view partnerships with canada offer 
interesting opportunities, as canada has managed very well in its educa-
tion policy, including resolving the challenges arising from its multicultural 
population and heterogeneous student backgrounds. in recent years, several 
schools, especially from the capital city area, have arranged visits to canada 
mainly to learn from their experiences of multiculturalism. 

vocational education and training has become increasingly appealing 
among students in finland and is now regarded as an option equal to gen-
eral secondary education. in canada, vocational education has not gained 
an equally distinct profile and the drop-out rate in secondary education is 
high. The high standard and close links to working life that characterize the 
finnish system have attracted attention in canada. 

in cooperation with the finnish national board of education and the alber-
ta Teacher’s association, the centre for international mobility (cimo) has 
launched a teacher and expert partnership between the province of alberta 
and finland. The project involves the exchange of principals and teachers 
from secondary level education. The participants represent both general and 
vocational education. 

Objectives:
 – To capitalize on the interest in Finnish basic and secondary level 

education so as to raise Finland’s profile in Canada;
 – To promote cooperation that is linked with research and the ex-

change of information and experiences on the challenges arising 
from multiculturalism in training and education;  
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 – To conventionalize the network of cooperation between Alberta 
and Finland, and to extend the model to other Canadian prov-
inces; 

 – To explore possibilities for increasing student mobility between 
Canada and Finland. 
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10.  JUstiCe ANd home AFFAirs

10.1.  mobility of persons and goods

canada and the Usa have launched talks on the north american security 
perimeter. The goal is to harmonize the regulations applying to third coun-
try nationals’ entry and immigration, the import of goods and cross-border 
movement in order to facilitate checks at the Us–canada border.  however, 
this could lead to the introduction of a system similar to the electronic sys-
tem for Travel authorization, used in the United states, and stricter border 
checks at canadian harbors and airports, which would affect finnish citi-
zens, too. 

for the moment, eU citizens who are nationals of the czech republic, ro-
mania and bulgaria need a visa to enter canada. The eU considers that the 
visa requirement places these member states in an unequal position and 
that the visa exemption should apply to all eU countries. canada’s immigra-
tion legislation has recently been revised and unfounded applications for 
refugee status can now be processed efficiently, which raises hope that the 
visa requirement may also be soon removed.

Objectives:
 – To act in the EU to ensure that the planned North American Se-

curity Perimeter, between Canada and the USA, will not bring 
about unnecessary inconveniences for travel and the export of 
goods to Canada;

 – To advocate the implementation of the EU’s position, according 
to which Canada should apply visa exemption to all EU citizens 
without delay;

 – To seek to ensure that the amended Agreement between the 
EU and Canada on the processing of Advance Passenger Infor-
mation and Passenger Name Record Data (PNR) will be legally 
binding and will guarantee passengers’ legal protection. 

10.2  immigration 

canada is known as one of the main destinations for immigrants, as well 
as for its long-term commitment to help refugees and persons in need of 
humanitarian assistance. for decades, canada has pursued a consistent im-
migration policy, which encourages immigration and responds to the needs 
of the national economy. canada receives about 250 000 immigrants an-
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nually. The primary goal of the canadian immigration system is to attract 
skilled labor. The largest category of immigrants is the so-called economic 
class, comprising 65 percent of the total number of immigrants. labor im-
migration continues to increase. 

canada has, for the main part, been extremely successful in its immigration 
policy. immigrants’ children have access to good education and immigrants 
participate actively in political decision-making. in addition, canada is also 
fully committed to the principle of equality. immigration is generally con-
sidered to benefit the country’s economy. all of the main political parties 
support multiculturalism and immigration, and also take different minority 
groups into account in their activities. 

european countries could particularly pay attention to canada’s points-
based labor immigration system, when considering ways to improve their 
own immigration systems. also, canada’s proactive integration policies 
might provide useful examples of how to successfully combine public and 
private measures. it is also worth noting that, although canada is officially a 
multicultural country, the immigrants’ canadian identity and the importance 
of citizenship are also stressed. 

finland has much to learn from canada’s immigration system. finland can 
draw on the canadian immigration policy experiences and use them as a 
foundation for discussion on the various aspects of immigration. 

Objective:
 – To reinforce cooperation that aims at the exchange of informa-

tion and experiences in issues related to immigration, including 
labor immigration, reception of asylum-seekers and the integra-
tion of immigrants. 
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11. PUbliC diPlomACy

The ministry for foreign affairs’ public diplomacy seeks to strengthen a 
positive image of finland in canada and to support the operational goals of 
the finnish embassy in canada. finland’s key message is to portray finland 
as a modern nordic information and knowledge-oriented society and as a 
european country welcoming cooperation with canada.  

promoting a topical picture of finland in canada is made easier by the fact 
that finland is well known in canada and people’s concepts about it are 
generally fairly accurate: canadians are aware that the level of education and 
technological expertise are high in finland; finland is a prosperous nordic 
welfare state, not to mention that it is the home of excellent ice-hockey play-
ers.  a large community of people with finnish origin contributes to finland 
being well known: most people know at least one canadian–finn. 

in canada, finnish public diplomacy is carried out mainly through media 
exposure, supported by regular visits by reporters to finland, and through 
the massey college Journalism fellowships, which take a group of senior 
journalists to finland every year. other public diplomacy tools are online 
communications, culture and visits by experts, which have recently focused 
on themes such as innovation policy and finnish expertise in bioenergy. The 
importance of the cultural and creative industries’ cooperation and business 
is on the rise. The embassy, with its contacts, could have a significant role in 
supporting cultural export projects. 

The embassy of finland in ottawa also organizes cultural events in cooperation 
with other eU countries and as a part of nordic and nordic–baltic cooperation. 
The mission also supports events by other organizers, who showcase various 
finnish cultural activities. The focus has been on emerging areas in particular, 
such as video, circus and photographic arts. furthermore, finnish films have 
gained much exposure in canada in various forums, such as the Toronto in-
ternational film festival and the hotdocs documentary festival. finland has 
also taken part in the eU film festival, which annually tours in Toronto, ottawa 
and vancouver. in the future, it would be important to identify how the finn-
ish–canadian grand festival could be used in public diplomacy. 

Objectives:
 – To reinforce the brand image of Finland in Canada as an inter-

esting and modern European state; 
 – To exert influence through public diplomacy specifically to attain 

the commercial–economic and innovation cooperation objec-
tives outlined in this Action Plan. 
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